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End of the Penultimate Term News
Dear Esteemed Parents,

Compliment of the Season!
The Penultimate term has been very eventful indeed and we give God the glory for His goodness
and awesome work in IGS. As usual, it has been
an amazing term of teaching and learning new
skills and concepts in all year groups despite the
shortness of the term.
The nursery children had various learning/fun
activities all through the term and they continue
to experience a well-rounded growth. The
thematic programmes, spelling competition, show
and tell, role plays and other presentations
contributed in raising the children’s confidence.
The field trip to Mindscape Children’s Museum
helped to reinforce practical life activities that
they were exposed to

Academics
Our Year 6 pupils and their teachers have
been very determined to achieve their
goals; so, they have been working assiduously from September till date. The result of
entrance examinations to standard secondary schools is the product of such commitment to excellence and hard work.
Apart from academics, our pupils have
continued to prove their mettle in sports
and interschool
competitions. Our
10th Annual InterHouse Sports Day
and 2018 AISEN
Football Competition were two
opportunities that
our pupils utilised to exhibit their God-given

within the term.

talents and skills this term.

In addition, story time

The commitment of our members of staff

with mummies and daddies added a lot of fun
to our nursery
classrooms.
We appreciate the mummies and daddies who
were able to attend. You may never know the
difference you have made in the lives of the
children.

and their willingness to build well-rounded
pupils is highly commended. We also appreciate the efforts
of our pupils for
participating
actively in their
learning process
and contributing
to the vibrancy of IGS Community.

IGS Creche
We are happy to

Gratitude
The term would not have been a success, but

announce the

for the prevailing home-school collaboration

commencement of

which we encourage a

our crèche this
term. Admission is open to babies from three

lot. We acknowledge

months old. You are warmly invited to visit the

the part parents have

facility.

Morning Assembly and Field Trips
The morning assembly and class presentations have further

played so far and
appreciate them for
their continued
cooperation and

helped to develop

support in nurturing our lovely pupils to

our pupils’ public

greatness.

speaking skills and
confidence.
Furthermore, field

Finally, I would like to thank our esteemed
parents for all their support and commitment

trips to different

to nurturing and empowering a new breed of

organisations also

children who will impact the world positively

helped our pupils
to gain firsthand

and make it a better place. As always, we

information and

welcome any input or suggestions that you may

experience in

have to improve the overall experience at

various spheres.
Mothers’ Day
“Mothers hold their children’s hand for a short
while but their heart forever.” - Unknown
We thank our mummies who helped to add colour
at our mother’ day special assembly. The time
you spent in each classroom is appreciated as
well.

Imperial Gate School.
Wishing you a Happy Easter Celebration!
Best regards
Mabel Ogaraku
Head of School

